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ACCESSIBILITY:   
To request this file in large print, please email aoda@wcdsb.ca or call (519) 578-3660. 
 

 

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) 
Formatting Rules 

In order to make your document AODA compliant, the following formatting rules must be applied to the AP Memo, 
Form, Report or Appendix: 

1. Bold Font - Use Bold only for titles, headlines or key words and phrases/passages. 

2. Colours - Use high-contrast colours but limit use to titles, headlines, etc.  Good choices, to ensure consistent 
Waterloo Catholic District School Board (WCDSB) branding, are:    

a. White text on grey (84/86/91) background  White on Grey 
b. Black text on white or gold (RGB 245/168/28) background Black on White Black on Gold 
c. Red (RGB 105/48/38) text on white background Red on White 
d. White text on black or red (RGB 105/48/38) background White on Black White on Red 
e. Gold (RGB 245/168/28) text on black background Gold on Black 

f. Even though, not an official WCDSB colour, another acceptable choice is: 

• Black text on Light Grey (RGB 217/217/217) background Black on Light Grey 
 
NOTE:   

• Use these colours in your document’s theme for all headings, banners, and panels.   

• Do NOT change the shade of the colours. 

• Limit use of the Red font or background; use grey, black, white, and gold as your primary theme colours. 
 
3. Underlining - Do not use Underlining to emphasize words or phrases; use only for links (such as email 

addresses and web pages). 

4. Hyperlinks - When inserting hyperlinks, use specific text, i.e. ‘WCDSB website’ rather than ‘Click here’. 

5. ALL CAPS - Use ALL CAPS only for acronyms, short headings or titles with minimal words.   

6. Italics - Avoid the use of Italics. 

7. Margins - Maintain 0.7” left and right margins. 

8. Font Size - Arial 10 font size has been used as the Normal font in the templates.  This font size is acceptable 
as long as the offer to provide the document in larger print is prominently displayed.  The template contains 
such a statement; please make certain that it is included on each document.   

9. Alignment - Align text to the left margin.  Except for titles, avoid centred and justified alignments. 

10. Hyphenation - Remove the automatic hyphenation of words. 

11. Tables - Avoid the use of tables but if necessary, apply a Heading Row and do not leave any blank rows or 
columns. 

12. White Space - Break up lengthy text using bullets, numbering and white space between paragraphs. 
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13. Checkbox Labels - If using checkboxes, place the label to the right of the checkbox. 

14. Quotes   

• Use double quotes (“ “) for quoted speech.   

• Use single quotes (‘ ‘) the first time that you introduce an unfamiliar term. 
 
15. Numbered and Bulleted Lists 

a. If more than five points, use numbers (e.g. 1. 2. 3.).  For multi-level lists, use:  
1. 2. 3.  

a. b. c. 
i. ii. iii. 

b. If less than five points use only          and     which are saved with the templates. 

c. If your list contains items that occur in a specific order, use numbers. 

d. Begin your bulleted item with a capital letter. 

e. End your bulleted item with a period if it forms a complete sentence when added to the introductory stem or 
if it is a complete sentence on its own.  Otherwise, end the bulleted item with a blank space.  Do not use 
semi colons (;).   

 
16. Graphics and Images -  Add Alt Text to make graphics/images recognizable by Screen Reader software.   


